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Students from the new liberal arts and engineering sciences department work on their inter­
active project, Intimate Transactions, in the welding building, which will be featured at the 
2008 Olympics in Beijing starting Saturday.
Sara Wright
MUSTANG DAILY
While U.S. News & World Report named Cal 
Polys College of Engineering the nations top 
public, non-doctoral engineering school, its pro­
grams are intensive and not suitable for everyone. 
The liberal arts and engineering studies (LAES) 
program that started just this year aims to meet 
individual student interests and needs, and is so far 
meeting its expectations.
There are currently 15 full-time students in 
the program, which awards a bachelor of arts 
degree, and around five students are expected to 
enroll online in the next few weeks. All of the 
current students transferred from the College of 
Engineering.
LAES co-director David Gillette said that the 
program is intended to he small, and while there is
no cut-otf date for enrollment right now, the pro­
gram will likely never top 100 students in order 
to keep it specialized.
“The program will probably be fairly popular 
in the future, but we want to work with students 
one on one,” he said.
The program is on a “trial run” for the next 
five years to see how it works, and changes and 
revisions may be implemented if the need arises, 
Ciillette said.
“It’s like a start-up company; with a decent 
amount of time, resources and energy, it should 
be fine,” he said.
So far it’s working according to plan, with the 
expected initial enrollment met.
LAES was introduced as a hybrid pmgram 
of engineering and technology study along
see lAES, page 2
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The computer engineering freshman accused of 
sending threatening e-mails to C'al Poly students 
and faculty in October was sentenced Monday.
Francisco Diaz, IH, will serve 30 days in the San 
Luis Obispo County jail, in addition to three years 
probation and 100 hours of community service. He 
originally faced up to 90 days in the county jail and 
up to three years and eight months of probation.
Diaz was charged with criminal threats, unlaw­
ful access to a computer, and fraud after he alleg­
edly sent more than 50 threatening e-mails to fac­
ulty and start from a display computer in El C'orral 
Bookstore.
Diaz plead no contest to these charges in April 
— a plea bargain meaning he neither admits to nor 
disputes the charges.
The alleged e-mail, which was forwarded to the 
Mustang Daily from multiple anonymous sources, 
stated the sender was planning an attack on C'al 
Poly students and faculty similar to the shooting at 
Virginia Tech m April 2007.
i’olice originally arrested the owner of the e- 
mail account from which the e-mails were sent. 
The owner of the account was not involved in the 
crime and was soon released.
lAilice then arrested Diaz, who reportedly ap­
peared on security camera images from the book­
store. Diaz posted his $50,000 bail the following 
day.
An online message sent to the Mustang Daily 
from one of Diaz’ friends said Diaz allegedly re­
gretted sending the e-mails and that they were 
meant to be a Halloween prank.
“ It was an unconscious prank that became the 
biggest mistake of my life, which 1 am now re­
penting for causing the unthinkable panic, which 
was not my intention,” Diaz allegedly wrote in the 
message.
Diaz will start his jail term on july 1.
Poly, San Luis Obispo hard on skateboarders
Aaron Gaudette
MUSTANG DAILY
While skateboarding isn't 
nearly as prevalent at CLil Poly as 
It is at other, less hilly C'alifornia 
colleges, there are a select few 
who prefer boards to hikes.
However, C'alifornia State 
University students are subject 
to a no-skateboarding policy 
that forbids riding boards on the 
C'al Poly campus; the city of San 
Luis Obispo also frowns upon 
skateboarding.
University of C'alifornia 
campuses have a policy where 
skateboarding is allowed (though 
“trickboarding” is prevented, 
meaning students will be Cited if 
they're spotted doing maneuvers 
that involve their wheels leaving 
the ground). However, Cal l*oly 
students are given tickets, though 
not as regularly as it might seem.
Thirty-five of the 51 skate­
boarding tickets issued over the 
last year were given in Octo­
ber and November, due largely 
to an inHux of freshmen who 
hadn’t become accustomed to 
the university’s prohibition on 
skating. The winter months saw 
only 12 tickets issued, which can 
be partially attributed to rainy 
weather.
Out in the city, 26 of the 31 
tickets issued were in the down-
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Due to the fact that both Cal Poly and San Luis Obispo ban 
skateboarding, avid skaters are restricted to Santa Rosa Park.
town area, where many skaters 
were cited not for doing tricks, 
but for riding down the sidewalk. 
Skateboarding is prohibited in 
the downtown core at all times, 
which IS defined as the rectangle 
bordered by Palm, Santa Rosa, 
Pacific and Nipomo streets. The 
paramount concern for the safe­
ty of pedestrians was the main 
reason for such a policy.
“The main reason it’s illegal 
downtown is because of all the 
pedestrian traffic,” said Capt. Dan 
Blankc of the San Luis Obispo 
Police Department. “We’ve had
people injured because a skate­
boarder ran into them, which 
is obviously much more seri­
ous than chipped bricks or con- 
Crete.
Skaters in San Luis Obispo 
have expressed understanding 
that skateboarding is an activity 
that must be regulated just like 
any other, but also are frustrat­
ed that the city itself has so few 
spots to skate.
“I’ve gotten a ticket for skat­
ing at Poly, but it was something
see Skateboarding, page 2
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LAES
a m tiu m d  from  poge 1
w nil that ot I iiltiiro, arts and luimanitics. I'hf 
program was meant to accommodate students 
\\ hose interests didn’t lie solely m liberal arts t>r 
engineering.
“'1 he program is for students who may not 
be doing so well because the\’ lost interest in 
their major," (lillette said. “This allows them 
the freedom to take more classes they're inter­
ested in and focus on that."
I Af:S ,ilso prevents engineering classes from 
being lost in the transfer to other disciplines 
such as business, where such courses aren’t use­
ful. It appeals mostly to engineers .is well .is 
“tech-y artists."
LAES sophomore Michael Kobotham, 
who is looking f(sr a career involving industrial 
design as well .is the aesthetics of design, trans­
ferred to the program about a month ago from 
niech.inic.il engineering.
“The thing that interested me the most w.is 
the fact that there is more freedom of design," 
Kobotham said. "In inechanical engineering, 
it is such a finite design process. In the LAES 
program, it is niiich more free."
L AES came to fruition after two years of 
agreements \\ ith other departments.
“It rose completely from student interest, 
but we’ve wanted it for years,” (ullette said.
.Msout three years ago, coinmittees arose 
from the colleges of Liberal .Arts and Engineer­
ing in order to facilitate the creation of L.AES. 
Lhe deans of both colleges were im'olved in 
the process, as well as new faculty members in­
terested in teaching together who had come 
from programs with a more interdisciplinary 
focus than many at (Lil I’oly.
“There’s a bachelor of arts and engineering, 
bachelor of science in technologx and arts... 
the names are dirt'erent, but they’re all basically 
the same." (iillette said. “It seems natural for
such combinations to arise.”
Lhe l .AE.S degree is a full degree between 
two colleges rather than two departments — 
b.isically the first of its kind at C'al I'olv.
Each of the current f.icultx members pri- 
marib teach in other departments except 
C'lillette and co-director l.izabetli I hompson 
Schlemer, with whom he team-teaches the 
four core LAES courses.
Students cannot double-ni.ijor in LAES and 
engineering or any other discipline, so students 
interested in tii.ijoring in LAES need to trans­
fer to the program by applying separately. In 
order to transfer, students need only a “decent" 
grade point average as well as certain required 
courses in are.is like math, chemistry, physics 
and English. And according to the Ciollege of 
Engineering Advising C.enter, once you trans­
fer to LAES from the college, you cannot trans­
fer back.
Students are a part of both the colleges of 
Liberal Arts and Engineering simultaneously, 
but their advisers are only those in the LAES 
program.
“LAES is a slightly ditVerent H.ivor, with a 
more international focus and access to higher- 
level liberal arts cLisses,” (¡illette said.
L AES students follow a specialized track, 
either from one of five engineering concentra­
tions or from one of four liberal arts concentra­
tions, or an independent course of study thev 
design along with L.AES advisers.
The complexity of an LAES degree is so 
great that the program discourages admitting 
freshmen, who ni.iy not understand exactlv 
what field they will want to study. Students are 
recommended to begin the program at the end 
of their sophomore year.
Students are required to choose a commer­
cial or non-profit nienti^r in the field they wish 
to enter in order to help them move through 
their college career with specialized guidance, 
and work on a project of their choice.
“We want to throw them at projects aiui say.
‘You have to solve it,’’’(iillette said.
One project. Intimate Iransactions, is a col­
laborative eflort with Australian architect Keith 
Armstrong tliat will be featured as an exhibit at 
the 2<HIS Slimmer Olympics in Beijing.
Intimate Iransactions allows two people in 
separate places to experience a x’irtual reality 
interaction.
Using a concept called “Lumière ghosting," 
Intimate Transactions allows tw'o people in sep­
arate rooms — or in this case, separate coun­
tries — to interact through a digital representa­
tion of themselves on a screen, which look like 
white ghosts. The figures on the screen move 
according to the niovenients of the user lean­
ing against a structure connected to sensors.
The abstract project will run from June 7 
to June 17 for two hours each day, and par­
ticipants will be interacting with a partner in 
Beijing.
C')rganizations LAES students will be ready 
for include the Peace Cbirps, which values stu­
dents interested in the environment but who 
also understand technology, and entertainment 
companies such .is 1 )isney, Warner Bros, and 
TUX. The program also takes LAES students 
on field trips so they can experience certain 
industries.
lo  get a better idea of what career they 
want, LAES students must spend six months 
overseas for LAES 41 1 Cxillaborative Global 
Partnerships. I he international focus is unique 
to the program.
A capstone senior project seminar is the 
final LAES course to take, during which stu­
dents piesent their project .it conferences and 
in front of committees and boards.
Lhe core courses together are meant to help 
students determine exactly what they want to 
do.
“Students should be very articulate about 
who tliev are and w hat they’re doing," Gillette 
said. “They should know w here they’re going 
the d.iy thev le.ive KLil Poly).’’
Skateboarding
contm uedfrom  page I
that 1 was half-expecting,” said Iravis 
(ienito, a resident of San Luis Obispo and 
a CTmtral ('oast native.“It just gets to you 
that in every spot there is to skate — be 
it the high school, anything downtown, 
or the parking lot by Bali’s — it’s illegal. 
Especially w’ith the skate park in the state 
of disrepair that it is, where are we sup­
posed to ride?”
The city is taking steps to remedy this 
problem, with the latest fiscal budget ap­
proving funds for the San Luis Obispo 
skate park to be renovated with a com­
pletely new style, along the lines of the 
concrete park in Los Osos.
C4tFicials are hopeful that building such 
an attraction for skaters will help allevi­
ate the seemingly stiHing environment in 
w'hich skaters are forced to ride.
“Skaters came out en masse when we 
w'ere allocating funds for the new' budget, 
asking for a new park," said Betsy Kiser, 
Parks and Kecreation director for the city 
of San Luis Obispo. “We did a needs as- 
sessinent and are going to develop an in- 
ground, concrete skate park, which will 
be the premier park in the city. Especially 
with the park now having honieinade, de­
teriorating ramps, this new park should be 
much more enticing."
And while this new park will inevi­
tably be more popular than the current 
one, the funds for the renovation won’t 
be allocated until the 2(H 19-2010 budget, 
and construction will comnience the year 
after.
Until then, skaters are left to skate 
the same spots that h.ive been popular 
for years, perpetually looking over their 
shoulders to see if police are nearby.
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Obama nears victory in race
Pavitl Espo
\SS()(  I \ l l  l> l•k^ s s
H.ir.ii. k C )lianu  puslie'd lK)so to 
\ K to r\ in tlic  inaratlion I )ciiU)i.Tatu' 
p ivsklcntial rat e M tnulay on die eve 
ot a final pair tit pninaries amitl sien^ 
that I lilla ry  K tidhan i ( ilinron was 
preparing tti aekium  ledge defeat.
Saul a eonfitlent Obama, “I toltl 
lier that tiiiee the tlust setfleti i'ln 
Itioking ftirw.ird tti meeting w ith her 
.It ,i time anti plaee of lier ehoosing.” 
rhat was fitim a coin ers.ifitin the 
twt) rivals had on Sund.iy night. I le 
diti not deseribe her response.
I le alst) said he wtnild begin 
thinking abtnit a vice presidential 
running mate “the tlay after I h.ive 
gtitten that last delegate needed tti 
odieially elaim the nomination."
The former first lady g.ive no 
piiblif hint tif'quitting the race, and 
she has said repeatedly she might 
ctintiniie her candidacy even beyond 
the end of the primaries.
But her luisband, former Presi­
dent edinton, stmngly suggested tith- 
erwise." This m.iy be the l.ist day I’m 
ever involvesl in ,i campaign of this 
kind." he said .is he winked for his 
wife 111 South I ),ikot.i.
Ob.inia, bidding to become the 
first bl.ick ni.ijor party nominee in 
history, WMs 4 1 ..S delegates shy of'the 
2 .1 IS, needed to clinch the iioiiii- 
n.ition at the p.irty's convention in 
I )enver, according to I lie Associated 
Press count. I le g.iined 5.5 delegates 
during the d.iy Monday, including 
Kep.Jim ( lyburii of South ( iarolin.i.
ASSOCIAI I D I’KFSS
Democratic presidential hopeful Sen. Barack Obama greets a supporter 
prior to speaking at a town hail meeting at a high school in Troy, Mich.
a member ot the House leadership 
who scheduled a formal aiinounce- 
nient tor diiesd.iy.
Obama's aides prodded uncom­
mitted lawmakers and other “super­
delegates” to climb on board quickly 
— as ('ilinton struggled to hold back 
the tide.
kep. J.isoii .Altmire of Pennsyl­
vania, who is uncommitted, said 
Ob.inia's goal was to be in posi­
tion to se.il the nomination luesd.iy 
night, once the votes are tallied and 
delegates aw.inled from prini.iries 
in Montana and South Dakota. T he 
first-term congressman, whose dis­
trict \oted for (dinton in the state's 
April priniarv. said he would not be 
immedi.itely joining the endorsers. 
“I'm not going to do anything be.i-
fore the results tomorrow night,” he 
said.
(dinton, the long-ago front-run­
ner, was not far behind Obama in 
delegates. She had I917.5 after add­
ing two during the d.iy.
But there was no doubt that the 
historic nominating campaign, pit­
ting a black man against a woman, 
was nearing an end.
If nothing else, the candidates’ 
itineraries said .is much.
Idle former first lady campaigned 
into the night in South I )akota. 
scratching for a primary triumph 
that could somehow persuade uii- 
coniniitted superdeleg.ites to back 
her. before heading home to New 
York for a post-primary appe.irance 
I'uesd.w iiuilit.
State Briefs
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
.An niiti.itue th.it would .ig.nn 
outl.iw g.i\ m.irri.ige 111 ( !.tliforni.i 
h.is qu.ihtied tor the Nmember 
ballot, the Seuet.iis of St.ite .m 
lumneed Muiul.w.
(dihform.i Secret.irv ot St.ite 
I )ebr.i Bowen .^lid .i random 
check of Mgn.itiires submitted by 
the nie.isure's sjunisors showed 
th.it they h.id gathered enough
names tor it to be put to voters.
• • •
EONCi BEACH (AP) A
(.fu.iker college iiistriutor who 
w.is not allowed to st.irt .i te.ich- 
ing job bec.iuse she refused to 
sign a st.ite-required loyalty oath 
has reached a settlement with 
the C'alifornia State University 
system, the two sides announced 
Monday.
Under the agreement, Wendy 
(lonaver, a lecturer in American 
studies and women's studies, will 
sign the oath as a condition of 
teaching at (dil State Fullerton 
this fall but be allowed to attach a
st.itenient expl,lining th.it she oh 
jects to the requirement.
“As .111 .Ameru.m. I ... w.nit to 
st.ite my belief th.it siu h i ompul- 
sion viol.ites ni\ right to freedom 
of spiveh. And. .is ,i t^u.iker. in 
order to sign the o.uli m good 
conscieiue, I must .iKo .t.ite th.it 
I do not promise or underi.ike to 
be.ir .inns or otherw ise engage in 
viidence.” re.uls the .igri'ed upon 
decl.ir.ition.
• • •
MURRIETA (AP) A self 
described polygamist on trial for 
allegedlv torturing .md starving 
many ot his I‘f children .md step­
children sobbed Monday as his 
.ittorney questioned him .ibout 
alleg.itions he crushed their toes 
with a hammer, beat them with ,i 
paddle and strung them up by an 
electrical cord m ,i basement.
Defendant M.msa Musa 
Muhummed repeatedly said he 
never abused his children or de­
prived them of food before break­
ing down in tears.
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celebritynews
Heart Attack
A spokesman tor Kelsey (iram- 
mer says the “Frasier” star is recover­
ing in a Flavvaii hospital after a mild 
heart attack this weekend.
Stan Kosenfield says (irammer is 
“resting comfortably" in an undis­
closed hospital after being stricken 
Saturday. Rosenfield says the 33- 
year-old actor will he released early 
this week.
Rocker Diddley Dies
Ik) Diddley, a founding father of 
rock ‘n’ roll whose distinctive "shave 
and a haircut, two bits” rhythm and 
innovative guitar etfects inspired le­
gions of other musicians, died Mon­
day after months of ill health. He 
was I*-).
1 )iddley died of heart tailure at his 
home in Archer, Fla., spokeswoman 
Susan Clary said. He had sutFered a 
heart attack in August, three months 
after suffering a stroke while touring 
in Iowa.
Not So O ff Drugs
latum O'Neal swore she w'as 
done with drugs.
The C')scar-winning former child 
actress proclaimed she was sober 
as she promoted her 2004 tell-all 
memoir, cobbled her acting career 
back together and even offered ad-
Kelsey Grammer
vice to misbehaving pop star Urit- 
ney Spears.
O ’Neal’s arrest Sunday on charg­
es of buying cocaine in her gritty- 
chic downtown Manhattan neigh­
borhood suggests her struggle with 
addiction may not be over.
One Druggie To Another
Amy Winehouse gave her jailed 
husband loving glances when he ap­
peared in an east L ondon court on 
charges of assault and conspiracy to 
olsstruct justice.
Winehouse sat in the front row 
during Mlake Fielder-Civil’s appear­
ance on Monday.
The 24-year-old singer smiled at 
him repeatedly and patted the emp­
ty seat next to her. At one point, she
mouthed the words, “C xiine and sit 
here next to me.”
Rock Stands Up
Chris Rock said Monday he 
doesn’t consider a wave of attacks on 
foreigners in South Africa as black- 
on-black violence but a problem of 
poverts’.
“It’s broke-on-broke violence. 
It’s broke people robbing each oth­
er,” the 43-year-old actor-comedian 
said at a news conference Monday. 
“That’s the sad thing.”
More than 60 people have been 
killed and nearly 10(),()()() foreigners 
forced from their homes in a wave 
of attacks by South Africans who ac­
cuse them of taking jobs and Islame 
them for crime.
His Legacy Lives On
The man in the cardigan himself 
would’ve been glad to welcome the 
Fred Rogers Memorial Scholarship 
winners to his neighborhood, his 
widow said.
The three college students, whose 
names were announced Sunday, are 
part of a series of “wonderful young 
people” who’ve been recognized by 
the 4-year-old scholarship program 
named for her husband, the chil­
dren’s TV host, said Joanne Rogers.
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? “What’s your favorite ? 
\ board game?” |
0 Compiled and photographed by Shannon Boren ?
TT
‘Risk is fun, and it gets 
pretty competitive!”
—  Alberto Reynoso, 
math sophomore
"Monopoly, because it 
lasts awhile and gets 
people really involved.”
— Ryan Hourigan, 
mechanical engineering 
sophomore
"Monopoly, because 
it’s different every time 
you play it.”
— Ben Naravage, 
aerospace engineering 
sophomore
"Cranium makes you 
think and have fun at 
the same time.”
— Evelyn Tam, 
communication studies 
sophomore
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1st Year, Landscape Arch. 
"My favorite thing is 
the word on the street"
Get caught reading the Mustang 
Daily and win a free shirt!
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Despite the damage, many 
schools reopen in Myanmar
n  lUWANA, Myanmar (Al^ ) — As students hied into 
Middle School No. 1 on Monday tor the first day oi'classes 
since the cyclone hit Myanmar a month ago, all eyes stared 
skyward — at the gaping hole in the root.
The school in I hiiwana, a southern suburb otYangon, 
was one of at least 4, KK) that were damaged or destroyed 
by C'yclone Nargis, acct)rding to UNIC'EF.
The May 2-3 storm struck during the summer break, 
which runs until the end of May.The government delayed 
the June 2 start of the new term for a number of schools 
in the worst-hit areas of the Irrawaddy delta, where entire 
villages were wiped otf the map.
But most schools reopened on schedule Monday in 
and amund Yitngon, despite the concerns of some teach­
ers, parents and international aid groups about safety' risks 
to students.
Meanwhile, aid groups continued to complain that a 
month after the cyclone hit a million survivors are still 
without basic relief
The groups s.iy they still faced government delays 
in sending disaster experts and vital equipment into the 
country. The hurdles h.ive resulted in only a trickle of the 
necessary aid reaching the storms estimated 2.4 million 
survnors.
“People need basic relief, which is shocking after four 
weeks,” Oxfam regional director Sarah Ireland said Mon­
day.
The United Nations has also been critical of the access 
to the neetly by aid groups.
“There remains a serious lack of sutficient and sustained 
humanitarian .issistance for the .itfected populations,” the 
United N.itions saiil in its latest .issessment report. It said 
the \\(irld bodv .ilso lacked “a clear uiuierst.inding ot the 
support being provideil bv the (Knernment of .VUanmar 
to Its people.”
■At .Vliddle School No. 1, classes resumed in a building 
where strips of rusted, corrugated iron mofnig hung pre­
cariously overhe.ui. f he storm's winds shattered wiiKknvs 
and punched holes in the school's flimsy w alls, and. .iccord- 
ing to one teacher, kiux ked the building otf its founda­
tions, so it will eventually h.ive to be rebuilt.
“1 am worried about the rain. If the rains get inside the 
school, the children will get sick,” said San Aye. the mother 
of a 12-year-old.
Still, she said she supported the decision to start school 
because she thought any del.iy uoukl hurt the students 
academicallv — a widespre.id concern in a country where 
education is highly v.ilued aiul primary school enrollment 
r.ite is X2 percent for both boys aiul girls, according tti
u n k t t ;
But Khin Yir, a teacher from the northern Yangon 
suburb of 1 llaing rhar Yar, said she believed it w.is a “b.id 
cluiice” to reopen schools so soon.
T he storm's 12(1 niph winds ripped the roots otf two 
of the three buildings at her junior high and driving rains 
c.iused widespre.id Hooiling. she said. She asked th.it the 
school luit be named for fear of government repris.ils fir 
t.ilking to a reporter.
“We te.ichers tried to s,ilvage what we could, but the 
rain iliiii.iged everything.” s.iid Khiii Yir. da*ssed in the 
standaal school uniform of a white shirt and fia'st-green 
longs 1. the traditional s.ming worn by men and women m 
Mvaiinur.
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A young .school boy walks outside a classroom in a 
school with cyclone damaged roof, windows and walls 
in the village of I'huwana outside Yangon, Myanmar.
”We teachers hand-drieil as many books as we could, 
.ind it's a good thing we did because we base to use them 
now,” she said.“We haven't gotten any new supplies.”
Khin Yir said she feared fir her students'safets’ and was 
ctincerned .ib<iut how to help them cope with the trauma 
caused by the storm, which left at least 134.<MKi people 
dead or missing and more than 2 million homeless.
Even in Yangon, the biggest city, so many schools need­
ed repairs that the niofs could not all be fixed in time tor 
the start of cl.isses.
I’riniar\' School No. 20 w.is among the lucky few — it 
reopened Mond.u w ith a gleaming new iron roof top­
ping the one-storv schoolhouse in the luirtheastern Yan­
gon suburb tif 1 )agon. and the wtirds “S.ifetN' I irst” posted 
on the walls.
I )espite their good fortune, some parents expressed dis- 
ni.iy at the start of cl.isses.
“Sending my daughter to school is a burden to me.”s.iid 
Khin Myo .is she dropped her 0-year-old of. The storm 
he.ivily damaged the family's home and destroyed the shop 
whea- she used to make a living selling onions and chilies.
“1 still h.iven't been able to put my life back ttigeth- 
er.” she viid.“l would h.ive preferaxl ifscluHil a'opened a 
month later.”
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National Briefs
SAN ANGELO, Texas (AP)
— More than 4(i(i children taken 
from a polygamist sect's ranch two 
months ago began returning to the 
arms of their tearful parents Mon­
day, luHirs after a judge bowed to a 
state Supreme Cfnirt ruling that the 
seizure was not justified.
“It's just great d.iy,” said Nancy 
Dockstader, whose chin quivered 
and eyes filled with tears as she 
embraced her 9-year-old daughter, 
Amy, outside a foster-care center in 
Gonzales, about 6.5 miles e.ist of San
Antonio.“We’re so grateful.”
•  •  •
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
A handsome, athletic hT League 
graduate admitted in court Mon- 
d.iy that he and a girlfriend stole the 
identities of friends, co-w'orkers and 
neighbors to finance their luxury 
lifestyle.
As his grim-faced parents looked 
on, Edward K. Anderton, 2.5, of 
Everett, Wash., admitted to federal 
identity theft charges that likely car­
ry a five-year prison sentence.
His ex-girlfnend, 22-year-old 
jocelyn Kirsch, is expected to enter 
a similar plea on ’rhursday. A fetleral 
prosecutor called the pair “the post­
er children for identity fraud” after 
police released their travel photos, 
which show them enjoying l.ivish 
trips to the ('aribbean, Paris and 
1 lawaii.
•  •  •
NEW YORK (AP) -  A Will 
Street stock broker accused of 
throwing a fellow health club mem­
ber into a wall during a cycling class 
has been acquitted.
A Manhattan C’riminal C'ourt 
jury found 44-year-old C'hristopher 
Ckirter not guilt\’ of assault against 
hedge-fund manager Stuart Sugar- 
man.
Charter had complaineil about 
the 48-year-old Sugar man’s loud 
hollering and grunting during the 
high-impact spin cl.iss and asked 
him to quiet down. Sugarman says 
he refused. He says C'arter lifted his 
e.xercise bike and hurled him into a 
wall, damaging a disc in his neck.
Make it vv Check
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Dead Killer
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Clean-Up Week
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Rules & Regulations
Clean-U p W eek
A community service provided free to single 
family residential customers of San Luis 
Garbage.
On T he Curb
Place your Clean-Up Week garbage on the curb 
no later than 6:00am on your regular garbage 
collection day.
Container Notes
Clean-Up Week garbage may be placed in 
standard trash cans, various containers, or tied 
into bundles.
More Container Notes 
Standard trash containers will be emptied and 
left on the curb. Boxes and plastic bags will be 
taken away with your garbage. If you want 
your non-standard containers left behind. 
please mark or place a note on them.
Container Size
Containers or bundles of garbage must weigh 
75 pounds or less and must measure four feet 
or less in overall length. No hazardous 
materials will be taken.
Garbage, greenwaste, 6  recycling 
combined for a total of 12 cans, 
bags, or bundles.
T welve standard trash cans (32 
gallons each) or the equivalent in 
various containers. (Note: 6 
standard 32 ¡allon trash cans 
equals 1 cubic yard.}
T welve bundles, each four feet or 
less in length and 75 pounds or less 
in weight.
Bulky Itea«  (Please Call First) 
The following special prices are 
valid only during Clean-Up Week 
Items must be on the curb to 
qualify for these special prices. 
You must call TWO DAYS before 
your collection day.
$10 Each-L imit two of each kind. 
Televisions * Water Heaters • 
Couches • Washers • Dryers * Small 
Appliances * Chairs • Box Springs • 
Mattresses • Refrigerators • 
Overstuffed Chairs * Metal Items 
Passenger Car Tires (maximum of 4|
TO ARRANGE FOR PICKUP OF BULKY ITEMS (NOT FREE)
you must first call 543-0875
Bulky items will not be picked up unless you call 543-0875
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International Briefs
VIININA, Austria (Al*)
S\ri.i will allow iii U.N. inspivtors 
to probe allegatuins that a remote 
buikliiig destroyed in an Israeli air- 
strike was a inielear reactor built se- 
eretly with North Korean help, the 
International Atomie baierg\ Aiiency 
said Monday.
the imitation sip;iialed the start 
ot an internation.il fact eheek ot U.S. 
and Isr.ieli assertions that I )aniasais 
had trieil to build a plutoniuin-pro- 
diieiiit; taeility under the r.idar ot the 
international eonimunity. It eould 
turn into a w ider probe ot possible 
secret, Syrian nucle.ir sites.
Syria l^n denied w rongdoing, as­
serting the .itt.ick (.lestroved .i non­
nuclear niilit.irv building.
•  •  •
SEOUL, South Korea (AP)
South Korea s.iid luesd.iy it h.is asked 
the U.S. to nuke a key change to a 
beet import agreement, tollowing 
l.irge-scale protests b\ South Kore.iiis 
concerned o\er ni.u.1 cow disease.
Aiiriculture .Minister t ■linnet
Woon-chun told a press conterence 
th.it the government .isked the U.S. 
to retrain t'rom e.xporting ,iny beet 
ch.it ■omes t'rom cattle aged over 
,Vi months, w hich are considered to 
be at greater risk ot the illness than 
younger animals.
South Korea agreed in April to 
reopen its market to U.S. beet ,it- 
ter It was blocked tor most ot the 
past tour-and-a-h.ilt w.irs in a ban 
sp,irked by the tirst c.ise ot the brain- 
wasting cattle siekness in the U.S. in 
late 2(t(l.V
•  •  •
ALI INCES, France (AP)
A tr.iin skimmed into ,i bus carrying 
schoolchildren .it a r.iilro.id crossing 
in the 1 rench Alps on Mond.iy, kill­
ing seven children and injuring 24 
people, regional otHci.iK s.iid.
The bus was c.irrying .Sn mid 
dle-school students, tive .idiilts and 
.1 dmer on a tield trip to ,i historic 
\ ill.ige on the shores ot k.ike (¡enev.i, 
.Kcording to the gend.irmes service 
in the 1 laute-Sa\()ie reuion.
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BIRTH CONTROL
Kennedy out of ‘successful’ brain surgery
Mike liaker
VSSIK IAII 1) I’KI SS
.Alter imvstigating his options with his trademark in- 
tensitv. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy underwent .V.s hours ot 
risky and exiiuisitely delicate surgery Mond.iy to cut out .is 
much ot his cancerous brain tumor .is possible.
“1 feel like a million bucks. 1 think I'll do that again 
tomorrow,” the 7f)-year-old Massachusetts 1 )eniocrat w.is 
quoted by a family spokeswoman as telling his w ife im- 
inediateK’ atterward.
I )r. .Ml.in |•rlednlan, who pertonned the surgery .it 
1 )uke Uniwrsity Medical ( A'liter, pronounced the opera­
tion a succesv and said it “accomplished our goals.” Up ne.\f 
chemotherapy and radiation, aimed at shrinking whatever 
is left of the tumor.
" file main goal is to remove as much ot the tumor 
.IS possible to give .iiiy other therapy th.it we do .i bet­
ter chance of working,” said 1 )r. John Sampson, .issociate 
deputy director of I >uke’s brain tumor center.
T he sole surviving son of .America's most glamorous 
and tragic political family was diagnosed last month with 
a malignant glioma, an often leth.il type of brain tumor 
disemered in about ION Americans ,i year.
I )et.iils about Kennedy's exact type of tumor have not 
been disclosed, but some c.incer speci.ilists s.iid it's likelv 
.1 gliobl.istoni.i multitorme — an especi.illv de.ully .iiul 
tough-to-renio\e t\pe - because other kinds .ire more 
common in younger people.
Uutting a tumor dow n to si/e o r’ debulking ' it i . 
extremeK delicate bec.iuse ot the risk of h.inning he.ilthy 
brain tissue that governs nunenient and speech, but fried- 
man. who is the top neurosurgeon ,it Duke and .in inter­
nationally know n tumor surgeon, said Kennedy should not 
experience any permanent neurological etiects.
I )octors said Kennedy was aw.ike for much of the sur­
gery, which begins with opening the scalp and removing a 
piece of the skull to expose the brain. Sometimes, to .ivoid 
damaging areas that control speech, surgeons use a probe 
to stimulate parts of the brain, then hold a conversation 
with the patient.
In the following days, Kennedy will probably be given 
drugs to prevent brain swelling and seizures, which are 
possible complications of the stirgery.The senator will alst) 
be closely watched for bleeding and blood clots because 
strokes are also a risk, though they are uncommon. He is 
e.xpected to return to Boston in about a week.
“After a brief recuperation, he will begin targeted radia­
tion at Massachusetts (ieneral Hospital and chemotherapy 
treatment,” Friedman said. “I hope that everyone will join 
us in praying for Sen. Kennedy to have an uneventful and 
robust recovery.”
1 )octtirs found the tumor List month after Kennedy 
siiti'ered a seizure at his home on C'.ape (]od.
ass( k ;ia ik u  I 'R iss
(I’op) Sen. Edward M. Kennedy wave.s toward members 
of the media. (Above) He underwent surgery at Duke 
University Medical Center Monday.
Kep. William Delahunt, 1)-Mass.,a longtime friend of 
Kennedy’s, said Kennedy tha'w himself into helping find 
treatment options in much the same way he searched for 
cures when son Edward Jr. faced bone cancer at age 12 and 
daughter Kara had lung cancer five years ago.
He went so tar W'as to pull Kara out of Johns Hopkins 
and brought her to a Boston hospital when he w.as not 
satisfied with her initial course of treatment. In his own 
case, he met on Friday w’ith family and docUirs at M.iss 
(iener.ll and decided then to head to Duke for treatment, 
I )elahunt said.
The outlook for patients with malignant gliomas is 
ptKir.
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Six die in bomb outside Danish Embassy in Pakistan
Nahul Toosi
\S S ( K  I M H )  I’Rl SS
A car bomb c.\pk)dcd outside the Damsli biiibassy iii Is­
lamabad oil Monday, killini; six people aiui wounding ilozens 
weeks after al-C)aula issued threats against 1 >enin.irk over the 
reprinting ot a c.incature ot tlie I’ropliet Muliammad.
I he blast is likely to lead to Western pressure on Pakistan's 
new governinent to roll b.ick its policy of trying to strike (.leak 
with militant groups instead ot using militáis torce.
The bombing was the worst anti-l)anish attack since the 
Muhammad cartoons tirst appeaictl nearly three years ago. At 
le.ist tive and possibk ,ill six of the ile.id were Ifikistanis.
I here was no immeili.ite claim of responsibility, though 
suspicion (.piickly tell on al-C t.iid.i. As recently ,is April, the ter­
ror network's No. 2, Aym.m ,il-/.awahri, calleil tor .itt.icks on 
I).misil targets in respiinse tti the dr.iw ings.
I he .ittacker .ipp.irently used a take diplomatic license pl.ite 
to get the car near the emb.issy. according to .luthorities, w ho 
were investigating whether it was a suicide .ittack. Interior 
Secret.iry Kamal Sh.ih said evidence indicated the c.ir was a 
loyot.i Cairolla carrying .S.S pounds ot explosives.
I he blast left a huge crater in the ro.ul outside the embassy, 
destroyed nearby vehicles and badly damageii the otVice ot a 
U.N.-funded development group. A perimeter wall ot the em­
bassy collapsed and its metal gate was blown inward, but the 
embassy building itself remained standing, though its windows 
were shattered. Several diplomatic buildings and homes also 
were damaged.
“Pieces of windows, doors and glass hit me, but thank Clod 
1 didn’t get any injuries,” said Rizwan Sheikh, a planning spe­
cialist for the U.N.-funded I )evolution Trust for Community 
Empowerment.
“Outside the building, it was a doomsday scene. Everybody 
was running helter-skelter. I saw people crying. I saw blood. I 
saw human body parts.”
The si.x dead included two Pakistani policemen, as well as a 
cleaner and a handyman employed by the embassy. At least 35 
people were wounded, ofticials said. Danish Foreign Minister 
Per Stig Moeller said one of the dead may have held a Danish 
passport, but he did not elaborate.
A Brazilian woman who worked at the Danish embassy was
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A Pakistani security official stands amid the rubble of the adjacent building and cars after a bomb explosion outside the 
Danish Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan. Three people were killed and seven hurt after the huge explosion.
among the wounded. Her injuries were not serious, Brazil’s 
foreign ministry said.
It was the second targeting of foreigners in the Pakistani 
capital in less than three months.
The Norwegian and Swedish governments immediately 
closed their embassies in the wake of the blast, which damaged 
the homes of the Dutch ambassador, the Australian defense at­
tache and the Indian ambassador. No one was injured.
The U.S. Embassy urged Americans to use extra caution 
when traveling through Islamabad and to avoid the blast site. 
C3tTicials from U.N. agencies were to meet Tuesday about pos­
sibly sending people home.
Pakistan’s border regions are considered havens for al-Qaida 
and Taliban-linked militants believed behind attacks on U.S.
forces in neighboring Afghanistan and a series of blasts in Paki­
stan in the past year.
Pakistan’s government, in ofiice for just two months, has 
been pursuing peace deals with the militants, a shift away from 
the U.S.-backed military tactics employed by President Pervez 
Musharraf.
The U.S. has expressed concern the deals will give militant 
groups time to regroup and plan more attacks, and Monday’s 
blast could lead the West to push Pakistan to rely more on 
military operations against extremists.
Pakistani officials condemned the attack, but indicated they 
would keep up militant contacts.The government has insisted 
it is not talking to “terrorists” but rather militants willing to lay 
down their weapons.
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After a four-year hiatus, Samantha, Miranda, Carrie and Charlotte have returned — this time in a big-screen continuation of UBO s popular “Sex and the C'ity” series.
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riie women who t.uiglit the 
world about sex and fashii>n made 
a sueeesshil big-sereen debut.
proving that relationship drama is 
still a worthy investment for any 
movie studio.
The timeless power of-ehiek 
riieks was shown by the thou­
sands of women who Hocked to
theaters to see “Sex and the C'ity” 
and made this foursome of friends 
go down in history at the box of­
fice. I he tilni made S.S.t.7 million 
in its opening weekend, making it 
the fifth-highest grossing K-rated 
movie 111 Its opening weekend ever
— and the audiences were mostly 
female. Some even rented out en­
tire theaters for their tVieiuls, had 
cocktail pre-parties or tested their 
tri\ ia knowledge beforehand.
It's official; sex sells.
The plot picks up where the 
last season ends .md. thanktully, 
the whole cast is back. (HiarUitte 
and I larry have their adopted 
daughter, Samantha ami Smith 
are pursuing his Hollywood ca­
reer. Miranda and Steve are try­
ing to deal with married life in 
Brooklyn, and C^trrie and Big are 
wrestling w'ith tlieir roller-coaster 
relationship.
The movie delivers the same 
mixture of fun, sex and drama as 
the TV show. Since everything was 
pretty much wrapped up in the 
series finale, the film introduces 
new conHict for each relationship
— especially Ckirrie and Big s inde­
cisiveness on marriage — but the
issues are more mature this time.
rhe film is not as predictable 
as fins would think, and it does a 
good job of condensing a season's 
worth of events into a two-and-a- 
h.ilt-hour movie. Beware ot corni - 
ness, however. While there were 
plenty of genuinely tear-jerkmg 
moments, some camera work goes 
overbo.ird to dramatize certain 
parts. I he result is unintended 
laughter, which totally kills the 
moment.
At one point, (firrie lets go of 
a cell phone and the c.imera slow ly 
pans down as the phone grace­
fully slides down her dress and 
falls to the Hoor with a resound­
ing boom. It happened again later 
with rose petals Huttering toward 
the ground, leading the audience 
to wonder if gravity must work 
slower in that time zone (or just in 
dramatic situations).
The film was pure entertain­
ment from beginning to end. It 
was funniest when it took itself 
lightly (such as making fun of 
Carrie’s ridiculous feathery thing 
she wore on her head) and just let 
the actors and actress’ chemistry 
take over the movie. The film had
a ready-made cast of people w ho 
work well together and audiences 
love, so nothing lelt torced or un­
realistic. Cfirrie, Sani.mtha, Miran­
da and Charlotte have become real 
people to most of the show’s view ­
ers, which is why so many people 
connected to this movie on such 
an intini.ite basis.
Besides the sex (there’s lots of 
sex) is the tashion. The wdiiien ot 
“Sex .md the Cit\”  .ire t.mious tor 
their designer outtits .md .iccesso- 
ries, .md the tihn is true to torni. 
riiere’s more brand-dropping th.m 
the Super Bowl, and it's about as 
subtle. 1 he movie is one giant 
commercial for high fashion, with 
the traditional mixture o f “ l want 
that" outtits and “what the heck 
was she thinking?” outfits.
Most of us can't afford impulse­
shopping for designer clothing, 
Ciosmopolitans at every new club 
and spontaneous trips to Mexico, 
especially t^ n a writer’s salary (if 
that’s possible, please let me know), 
so it’s fun to watch the w'onien w ho 
can. They are each role models as 
strong women, even w ith their bad 
decisions, because they make them 
human and more relatable.
Youcteserve 
a break.
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It is not c'vcrv dav that a writer like jane Austen appears 
with a book like “Sense and Sensibility." In liigh sehool, ev­
eryone has to read “ bride and I’rejudiee." but the other novels 
she wrote get left behind. “Sense and Sensibility” expresses 
the hardships ot the times so el(H|uently it is almost poetic.
“Sense and Seiisibilitv" is about the 1 )ashwood family. 
The father dies and can leave oiiK a small amount of money 
to his three daughters and wife, but he leaves the mansion to 
his son from his first marriage. 1 )ue to their lack of shelter, 
the tour women are asked to sta\ in the house the\' grew up 
in .IS guests until the\- can tind a permanent abode. When 
they eventu.ilK move, their new loc.ition brings not only ,i 
new home, but new people aiul adventures .is well.
The most .ippe.iling .ispect of this story is the ch.iracter 
development. I here is not much expl.ination of costume. I he 
landscape description-, are beautiful and vivid, but they ilon't 
m.itch the lure of the char.icters. Austen introduces new char­
acters often in the bouk, but each one is fimih.ir by the end 
of the ch.ipter. With exquisite writing, she presents characters 
w ho are timeless.
riie oldest d.iughter, Idinor, is composed, frugal and sen­
sible. She keeps her emotions hidden until tliey need to be
unveiled. Her first engagement becomes 
to money, but the reader barely glimpses 
gives small asides where the true feelings 
of Edmor are exposed, but these are few 
and far between.
Marianne, the second ilaughter, is rash, 
overly expressive and lovable all at the 
same time. She swe.irs she can only love a 
man w ho c.m fit her perfect char.icteristics. 
1 le must love everything and everyone she 
does or he is not worth her time. She w.mts 
adventure ,md p.ission in rel.itionships, but 
finds it harder than she previously thought. 
She is almost the opposite of her sister.
Austen e\en m.ikes e.ich suitor and extra 
char.icter iniim.itely known to the reader. 
I lowever. she b.irely ever talks about the 
youngest sister. Margaret. She is in a few 
scenes but h.irdly says anything. Her role 
seems meaningless in comparison ti> the 
rest of the characters in the novel.
.Another thing she does well is make the 
re.ider hate certain characters. I here are a 
few manipulative and despicable character 
hate. 1 he wife of the Hashwood son w ith
complicated due a horrible woman. Kight from thè beginning, it is e.isy to 
her pain. Austen see how horrible she is and will continue to be throughout
the book.
1 he greatest thing about this novel 
.md Austens other writings in general is 
how well she tr.msports the reader back 
to her time. As you read, the roads be- 
conie vi\ id, the house becomes yours. the 
ch.ir.icters beconie frieiuls, ,ind the li\es 
the ch.iracters le.id beconie import.mt. It 
is not .ilw.iys an e.isy t.isk to truly bring .i 
re.ider to a cert.mi time, but she does it 
siiccessfully.
Austens w r it in g  is s ligh tlv  d iffic u lt to 
O ] re.id, l'U t as long  as it is s.ivored and t.iken
slow ly, it is w ell w o rth  the tim e. She h.is 
beeil calied one ot the gre.itest novel- 
ists ot l ’nglish history. W hy not find  out 
yourseltr It is a tre.it to  re.id .i hook th.it 
h.is beeil .iccl.iim ed .ill .irou iid  the w orld . 
You tru ly  find  yourse lf w r,ippei.i up in the 
World she creates.
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From left to right, “Beyond the Valley of the Dolls,” “Friday the 13th” and “Brown Bunny” all feature some of the worst sex scenes in film.
Louis Peitzman
DAll.Y lAUKORNlAN ( K  BKRKtl KY)
I have a confession to make: I’ve been 
leading a double life. That’s right. You may 
know me as the Daily Cal sex columnist, but 
I’m also editor o f the arts & entertainment 
page. Shocking, 1 know.The reason I’m out­
ing myself now is that I’d like to take this 
week to focus on my real area of expertise: 
movie sex — namely, bad movie sex.
Few films have done justice to the deed. 
Mostly, it’s all montage, clever angles and, in 
particularly dire cases, smooth jazz. 1 could
go into the movies that have managed to get 
it right, but honestly, it’s a lot more inter­
esting to look at the ones that have gotten 
it really, really wrong. Sometimes it’s sup­
posed to be bad; sometimes it’s supposed to 
be high art. Either way, here are a few of the 
most notable offenders.
“Brown Bunny”
1 am all for real sex on screen, at least 
when it’s appropriate. “Shortbus” is perhaps 
the best example of a film where the sex 
was, well, sex, without ever feeling tacky or 
overdone. If, on the other hand, your movie
is a vanity project culminating in a degrad­
ing blow job from your co-star, it’s safe to 
say you’re doing it wrong. In an attempt to 
defend “Brown Bunny,” Chloe Sevigny was 
later quoted as saying, “ It’s an art film. It 
should be playing in museums. It’s like an 
Andy Warhol movie.” That’s more than just 
condescending — it’s downright ludicrous.
“ Beyond the Valley o f  the D olls”
Roger Ebert called “Brown Bunny” one 
of the worst movies of all time. Now remind 
me, how does that saying about people who 
live in glass houses go? This is the guy who
penned “Beyond the Valley of the Dolls,” a 
movie that undoubtedly ranks on that same 
list. The sex in the film speaks to the orgi­
astic excess of the ’70s: everyone does ev­
eryone pretty indiscriminately. But while a 
better film might make you envy a period of 
such liberation, chances are all that “BVD” 
will do is make you feel dirty.
“Friday the 13th”
Or any slasher movie from the ’80s for 
that matter. The “sex = death” formula­
tion espoused in “Scream” isn’t much of
see Sex, page 11
SLO S E LF STORAGE
$10 Gets You In!
(month of May only)
$10 in cash, student ID with ad will 
secure you a spot for June 1 st, 2008
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« » s e r v e  M o w ?
Open 7 days/week
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm 
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm 
Closed all major holidays
N O W ^
H IR IN G
Protecting Californians Since 1929
Don't be caught without storage!
(805) 546-9788
154 Suburban Rd 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
(behind Food 4 Less)
We gladly accept
(U-HaulOnly)
Excellent Salary 
Full Medical Benefits 
Up to 9 0 %  at Retirement
Minimum Requirements:
• Age 20-35 yrs.
• H.S. Diploma or Equivalent
• U.S. Citizen
• No felony convictions
• 20/40 uncorrected vision 
in each eye (successful soft 
contact lens wearers or laser 
surgery for a minimum
of one year)
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In spite of forgettable 
content, Usher’s new­
est full-length album 
has something for 
everyone.
COURTESY PHOTO
Usher makes a ‘Stand’
David W atnick
MU HKiAN OAll.Y ( l . Ml( IIKiAN)
On any list ot the top vocalists in contc-mporary 
popular music. Usher must hover very close to the 
top. Hut in the face of his firmly established super­
stardom, the tremendous talent that eiubled him to 
become such a fixture of the pop landscape has un­
fortunately, but predictably, taken a backseat to his 
face, style, cologne, music business interests, owner­
ship stake in Lebrón s team and even his acting. Hut 
it’s no surprise. This is what happens to our stars — 
they become a brand.
So what does Usher’s new full-length, “Here I 
Stand,” have to do with this pocket treatise? Well, as 
merely another facet of Usher’s diversified industries, 
its forgett.ible content is sure to be a storming suc- 
cessjust like it should be by riding the coattails of the 
brand-name that adorns the cover in big red caps.
Uneven at best, “Here I Stand” t^ill has its abso­
lute highs, most of which are reached when the album 
functions as a vehicle for Usher’s established vocal 
prowess.The tragically abbreviated “Intro” finds Usher 
pouring his rich tenor onto a sparse, bourbon-soaked 
New Orleans piano dirge to excellent result. Similar 
magic is conjured above a soft funk guitar swagger on 
“Something Special,” when Usher delivers legitimate 
soul and manages to maintain it even after a drum
machine beat kicks in. “Hest Thing,” featuring a few 
great breaks from guest Jay-Z, is the record’s only real 
triumph that lays on the club end of the spectrum.
Too often, though,“Here 1 Stand” is instead a ve­
hicle for its small army of producers. Considering 
that the disc was destined to be a smash before it was 
even conceived, it should be no surprise that Usher 
was willing to give more than 20 different producers 
an at-bat, and it should similarly be no surprise that 
such a long lineup has yielded such scattered results. 
The worst offenders are the Eastern pentatonic- 
tinged “Appetite” and tribal drum-buoyed “Trading 
Places.” Oeative as they are, these worldly flourishes 
amount to little more than distractions from above- 
average melodies.“Trading Places” also benefits none 
from its painfully literal lyrics (“I’m always on the 
top / tonight I'm on the bottom.”)
do s.iy that there’s something here for everyone 
would be a very honest assessment. And given the 
size of Usher’s audience, it's an unonginally savs")’ ca­
reer move to make such a record. Hut for an album to 
be remembered much beyond a few-month window 
of its release, it usually must be fantastic or abysmal. 
In this instance, and at this time, the only things with 
any guaranteed st.iying power are Usher the man and 
Usher the brand. Usher the singer will be relegated 
to just one chapter of the story, and “Here I Stand” 
will be a footnote.
Sex
couthw edfrom  page 10
a stretch. Read C'arol Cdover’s 
“Men, Women, and (diain Saws,” 
if you don’t believe me.
“ iTiday the 13th” largely set 
the stage for the genre.That's right, 
there was a time when masked 
killers hacking up fornicating 
teens wasn’t the norm. C?atch this 
original for a chance to see Kevin 
Hacon get a post-coital arrow to 
the throat. Now if that’s not a de­
terrent to pre-marital relations, I 
don’t know what is.
“ Caligula”
OK, the hardcore footage isn’t 
such a problem. Sure, it’s out of 
context and gratuitous and — 
worst of all — poorly shot. Hut in
the scheme of things, 1 can almost 
overlook it.
That having been said, 1 draw 
the line at incestuous necrophilia. 
It's not a phrase I should ever have 
to utter, and certainly not one 
I want to see acted out. I don't 
care if C'aligula reallv did have 
sex with his sister Drusilla. See­
ing him paw at her pasty corpse 
is an image no amount of brain 
bleach can erase.
“ Last T ango  in P a r i s ”
Hernardo Hertolucci’s 1972 
erotic drama has been called a 
misunderstood masterpiece, a 
stunning portrayal of human re­
lationships and a daring look at 
our troubled sexual mores. Actu­
ally, it's a piece of self-indulgent 
crap. As far as I’m concerned, the 
people who defend “Last Tango 
in Paris” do so because’they 'don’t
get it, and admitting that would 
be too big a blow to their egos.
No matter how deep the film 
purports to be. in the end it’s just 
hard to stomach. 1 here’s really 
nothing unsexier than a schlumpy 
Marlon Hrando using butter as 
lube before plow ing into a tearful 
Mane Schneider. Not to mention 
the fact that butter is oil-based; I 
mean, talk about unsafe.
There are plenty of other ex­
amples w here those came from — 
too many, really. When it comes to 
sex. I’m going to go out on a limb 
and recommend the real thing. 
If you’re feeling particularly ad­
venturous, go ahead and Netflix 
one of the films listed above. Just 
remember, you’ve been warned; 
some of these might turn you off 
for good.
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Order your custom
GRAD CAKE ,
today from our full servic^bakeb/lw^
Splash Cafe Artisan'Bakery 
1491 Monterey Street 805-544-7567
Two Room Suites
Pool and Spa
Free wireless interifiet
Expanded Continental 
breakfast w ith  w affles
Book Now!
Rooms still available 
for graduation!
1930 Monterey .St, 
805.544.0500 
800.441.4657 
www.SandsSuites.com
1930 Monterey St. 
San Luis Obispo
Are you suffering from 
a recent A N K L E  S P R A IN ?
Doctors are evaluating investigational, 
medicated patches to see if they relieve pain 
when applied directly to the ankle.
Local doctors are currently conducting a clin ical research study 
evaluating the effectiveness of investigational, medicated patches 
for treating the pain associated w itf i an ankle sprain, when applied 
d irectly to the injured ankle
To be e lig ib le  fo r th is  study, you must;
•  Be 18 years of age or older. AND
•  Be experiencing pain from an ankle sprain that occuried w ith in  
the past 48 hours. AND
•  Not have taken any pain medication or used compression to 
treat your ankle sprain
Qualified participants w ill receive study-related medical evaluations 
and study patches at rin cost Reimtiursernent for time and travel nuvy 
also be provided.
To learn more about this local study, please contact;
Coastal Medical Research Group, Inc.
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,o send letters to the editor. 
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write a letter
Mustang Daily i^eserves the nght 
to edit letters for grammar pinfanities 
and length. Letters, commentaries and 
cartoons do not represent the views of 
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length to 
250 words. Letters should include the 
writer's full name, phone number major 
and class standing, Letters must come 
from a Cal Poly e-mail account. Do not 
send letters as an attachment. Rease 
send the text in the body o f the e-mail. 
B y  e -m a il:
mustangdailyopinions(@gmail.com 
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Letters to the Editor 
Building 26. Room 226 
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corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes (Xide in 
publishing a daily newspaper for the Cal 
Roly campus and the neighbonng com­
munity. Wle appreciate your readership 
and are thankful for your careful reading 
Rease send your correction suggestions 
to I
notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum.■' Student editors have full 
authority to make all content decisions 
without censorship or advance ap-
cmval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per: however the removal of more than 
one copy of the paper per day is sub­
ject to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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The perfect significant other 
is out there... maybe
nâked
ly JESSICA FORD EUZABETHYI
Perhaps it is the fact we are graduating or that 
“Sex and the City” is officially over, but the ladies 
of “The Naked Truth” have decided to mix things 
up for the final edition of the column. We are 
teaming up with avid Mustang Daily reader and 
critic Michael Macedo to bring you our thoughts 
on the perfect girlfriend/boyfriend. Enjoy and 
thank you for reading...
THE PERFECT BOYFRIEND
according to Jessica and Elizabeth
I. A perfect boyfriend wouldn’t throw a tantrum every time 
1 talk to another piy. Just because I have friends who are guys 
doesn’t mean 1 want them.
(Michael Macedo: Lies! ilonien are natiiral/y attracted to a }iood- 
loohiiiir man with a robust, hairy chest. That's why yon are with me 
in the first place. I ’ll he damned if another man stops me from X^ ’ttinii 
se.xed.)
2 ..\ perfect boyfriend would have a good sense t>f humor and 
could make me laugh at any time.
(MM: "I lihe to lam^ h and hare a \iood time. ” .Ve shit? W hat else
do yon like to do? I was assninimi niy 
{jirlfriend fared heiini sad and miser­
able. If I say a joke, it's i;oim; to he a 
funny joke.)
3. A perfect boyfriend wt>uld make 
an effort to get to know my friends. And 
I don’t mean hitting on them.
(M.M: Hanc^ iin; out irith your friends is 
the eqniralent of hein^ hnkkaked irith stupid, 
'¡'he only riahle feature yonr friends erer 
prorided was the top of their heads for my 
rieirim; pleasure, .-¡nd besides, I don't flirt 
with luilies.i
4. A perfect boyfriend would appre­
ciate all of the nice tilings 1 do for him, 
and would do spontaneous things for me 
witliout being asked.
(MM: Ihis one really lainiles iny pnhes. Sice 
tliimis like what? I can't read yonr mind. If yon 
want soniethim;, ask.f
.5. A perfect boyfriend would cook meals for 
me and want to do the dishes.
(.M.M: Sure, anythinc; fo.r niy lore, '¡'onii^ ht I was 
thinkinc; ofniakim^ a tomato basil soup, beef 
tenderloin with a {ireen peppercorn sauce, 
and fresh nn.xed organic hahy \ireens, 
all irashed down with a rinta\ie 
bottle of I9S~’ antifreeze, lion ap­
petite.)
THE PERFECT GIRLFRIEND
according to Michael Macedo
1. A perfect girlfriend would never bitch to me about watching the 
game or “South Ibrk.” provide me witli fresh beer, and only talk during 
eommereials.
(Jessica and ¡■lizaheth: 11 hat it .<onnds like yon ¡¡re askiin; for is a well-trained 
do\i to 110 fetch thing’s for yon. I 'idike a do\i, \’irlfriends arc not furry, little creatures; 
I hare a human ra-jay-jay and if yon irant access to it, yon better he fetchiin; some 
thiniis for me or I'll pm on another 20 pounds.)
2. A perfect girlfriend winild initiate se.\ frequently or sliare a similar 
sex drive.
Jirli: I H i)' nvnld I always want to initiate if I'm iioini’ to hare to do all the 
work? (let real. I'm tired of feelhm like I'm imnpiin’ on a 
ppe^ o stick all nipht.)
3. A perfect girlfriend would he smart 
enough to know that life doesn’t How like a 
romantic comedy. Shit happens, and a real 
girlfriend can handle herself accordingly.
J&l::.^nyonc lirinp in the real nvrid knoirs 
that's tnie. Didt.)
4. A perfect girlfriend would be finan- 
eially stahle.Tliis should he interpreted as 
“the guy doesn’t always pay for every­
thing.” And shiny metal objects, other 
than an engagement ring, are on her 
dime.
Jtrli: I low am I snppo.wd to support my­
self when I’m too busy heinp yonr serrant and «
.<c.Y slare? .-\nd if yon e.xpect this heharior to con­
tinue, yon Ill'll proride shiny metal objects repniarly.)
5. A perfect girlfriend would keep “girly” things 
out of man space, (iirly things include: 
tampons, extensive hair caR* 
products, make-up, shoes that 
could he used as weapons, and ‘ 
that stupid dangly thing that you 
shower with.
(JtM:: Ifl'ni iiivin; to keep "pirly”thinc’s 
out of man space, I e.xpect yonr "manly" he- 
hariors — such «k fartinp, scratching yourself 
and hnrpinp — to stay out ofnvman space. And 
these “pirly” thiin’s yon speak of come with the terri­
tory, so pet n.sed to it.)
,\s spring quarter comes to an end, many seem to he digging out 
those dusty textbooks and pulling a few all-nighters in the library.
However, there is one group at C'al I’oly that appears to be an excep­
tion — the single population. This time of year has become a free-for- 
all love test for those w ithout a significant other. Despite all attempts to stay single, 
many fall into relationships before they even realize it. So as classes come to an 
end. we hope you keep these qualities of the “perfect" significant other m mind 
before locking into that summer romance.
Jessica l ord is a jonrnalisin senior and lilizaheth Vi is an animal science senior, (hiest 
eolnninist .Michael .Macedo is a niannfactnrinp enpineerinp senior. Lord atidVi are the lore, 
sc.x and datinp coinnmists and can he contacted at thenakedtrnthcolunmfai^pinail.coin.
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Go ahead, watch some TV
It happens every time I leave my apartment in search of 
human interaction; 1 can’t escape it. No matter where I go — 
bars, parties, the beach, casual get-togethers at my best friend’s 
house — 1 can never avoid that awful jackass who feels it 
necessary to Haunt his intellectual superiority over the entire 
room by obtrusively slipping the phrase “1 don’t have cable” 
into any and all conversation.
These words trigger a primitive response in the back of my 
brain that makes me want to grab the person who utters them 
by the hair and drown them in the nearest pool of liquid deep 
enough to accomplish the task.
Congratulations! You’re an obnoxious douchebag! We get 
it.
The most infuriating aspect of this declaration isn’t so 
much the implication that 1 am an uncivilized Neanderthal 
because 1 enjoy a perfectly legitimate, entertaining and infor­
mative media outlet, but more the ignorance of the speaker to 
his own ... well ... ignorance.
A recent study conducted by the University ofWashington 
and Seattle Children’s Hospital Research Institute found that 
DVDs that were intended to make children smarter, in reality, 
had the opposite effect.
Children who repeatedly viewed DVDs were found to 
have a smaller vocabulary than their peers. One speculated 
cause for this phenomenon was the lack of stimulation these 
children received. After a few viewings, they had simply mem­
orized the programs and were passively “zoning-out” while 
remaining transfixed on the TV.
This makes perfect sense to me. How can a child get as 
much benefit from watching the same “Baby Einstein” video 
over and over, as from watching a show like “Sesame Street,” 
which is different every day and intended to provide constant 
intellectual stimulation? (And yes, 1 understand that modera­
tion is important in either case.)
My only problem with the theory is that it stops too short. 
1 feel it can be used to refute those who would argue that not 
having cable makes them smarter when, in fact, the opposite 
has been observed to be true.
Don't believe me? Let's explore this together.
Think of a friend of yours .
who falls into this category, (or _
maybe it’s you). Imagine yourself walking through their front 
door and into their living room. What do you see? A TV? And 
what’s next to that TV?
I am willing to bet everything 1 own that your next answer 
will be “a big pile of DVDs” likely containing entire seasons of 
TV shows (if you say anything different you’re a dirty liar).
Busted.
A recent study performed by me has shown that repeat­
ed viewing of “Friends” and “Family Cluy” episodes back to 
back, with no break, makes college students moronic parrots 
with short attention spans and a severe lack of understanding 
of current events.
Random quoting of lines from “Aqua Teen Hunger Force” 
has replaced water-cooler conversation. Now, instead of 
“1 watched this really interesting BBS documentary on the 
cuttlefish last night...” we get,“Hello there, Mr. Food Mon­
ster Man. This is how it’s goin’. Look at my freakin’ car. It is 
crushed to Bejeesus and back.”
Fantastic.
A week after the study was completed, a co-worker con­
firmed its findings.
At the time, the southern United States was being pounded 
by catastrophic weather. Concerned, 1 asked her if her mother, 
who lives in Arkansas, was doing OK, to which she replied,“! 
don’t know. Why?”
As I told her about the flooding and tornados, her face 
dropped.
:r-
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“When did this happen? How did you find out?” she 
asked.
“It’s been all over the news for about a week now,” I told 
her. “How have you not heard about it? Your mom lives 
there!”
“1 don’t have cable,” she replied. Then, she retorted, “ I’m 
sure they’re fine,” and continued to tell me about how' she and 
her husband had been so excited to find “How I Met Your 
Mother” on DVD.
Sure,TV may rot my brain, but at least 1 absorb some im­
portant information via osmosis. Can ypu watch the news 
on DVD? 1 guess so, but that wouldn’t make a hell of a lot of 
sense now, would it?
Since my study’s publication, 1 have also received numer­
ous complaints from people who claim to forgo getting cable 
because it is “too expensive” and “too materialistic and com­
mercial.”
These same people have no problem directly paying net­
works in excess of $50 apiece for collections of shows that have 
already aired. If I’m not mistaken, that essentially amounts to 
buying reruns. Bure marketing genius.
The majority of these people will also cop to buying more 
than one DVD a month. 1 can’t see how that is cheaper than 
the $39.99 a month 1 pay to watch those same shows, plus 
whatever the hell else 1 feel like watching. The money spent 
collecting reruns could pay for a lifetime of premium cable, 
providing a lifetime of viewing choices.
“But I get to keep them forever,” they argue.
Who’s being materialistic now?
You have seen the science, dear reader, and the truth is 
now in your hands. Do with it as you please. Share it 
with that friend we spoke of earlier. Tike a long, hard 
look at yourself. Dismiss it as bullshit and continue 
buying those reruns.The decision is yours, but just 
do me one favor; If you choose the latter, keep 
It to yourself. My parole officer says one more 
count of aggnivated assault and they'll lock me up 
for good.
Dustiti Srotic is a joiirihiliini senior 
iwd a Miistiiinr Doily reporter.
JIM  MKEHAN n k w s a r t
G U E S T  C :O M M E N T A R Y
Obama not the answer to Americas problems, McCain is
Meghan Moore, you could have done a better 
job on your “slam” article of jacki DeMarchi’s guest 
column fmm last week. But 1 won't be as rude and 
insulting as you are and call you ignorant. Let me 
break it down:
Jacki was not insinuating that the sole fact that 
John McCiain is a veteran means he is the only one 
who is capable of managing the war. But you know 
what does make him the only candidate capable of 
managing the war? Unlike Barack Obama, he does 
not sit in Washington making up his foreign policies 
without looking to see what is actually happening 
on the ground. Doc*s it really make sense to you 
that a freshman senator with little to no experience 
should suj i^c'st he knows better than (ien. David 
Betraeus, a four-star general who has his IMi.D. in 
international relations and who has bravely served 
as central commander in Iraq since February' of 
l.ist year? This May, the US. c.isualty' number in 
Iraq was the lowest since the initial invasion. And 
even though any number of casualties beyond zem 
should not be considered good, the fact that we are 
currently winning and succeeding in Iraq cannot be 
overlooked by anyone. However, Obama tries really 
hard to do so by not visiting the country for two 
years and completely ignoring the advice from the 
generals on the ground.
In reference to the (il bill, you h.ive the gall to 
accuse McC'ain about not caring about our sol­
diers? His son jimmy recently returned from Iraq as 
a member of the Marine C'orps.The night McC'ain 
won the New Hampshire prinuiry, his son Jimmy 
was helping dig out a truck that had gotten stuck 
in a ditch in Iraq. But McC!ain never talks about 
It on the campaign trail because he does not want 
to exploit his son's service for political gain. And 
the only reastin 1 am writing about it now is to si­
lence people like you who cry. “He hates tlie sol-
To read the original article titled 
“John McCain: Not everything 
you say he is” by Meghan Moore, 
please go to http://tinyurl. 
com/62ucrn.
diers!” McClain opposes Sen. Jim Webb’s (il bill, as 
he sLited, because it offers no incentive for soldiers 
to stay in the military, and it could lead to active 
servicemen and sersncewomen to return to civnlian 
life. At a tune when the Bentagon is stru^ing to 
recruit soldiers, do you believe that's what we need? 
Senator McCiain has offered his own version of a 
(il bill, which offers moa* benefits in proportion M 
the length of serv'ice. Not only does that still help 
soldiers and veterans’ benefits, but it also encoumges 
people to STAY in the military and will not have 
such a negative impact on a'tention rates.
And the Vicki Iseman story? You’re kidding, 
right? You said it yourself: “suspected sex scandal.” 
That was such a terrible, unsupported article pub­
lished by the New York Times. It caused such an 
outrage because everyone knew the stor\- had no 
more solid evidence than articles written in US 
Weekly or any tabloid magazine. And the fact that 
any candidate for president can be completely free 
of lobbyists is absurd.
For example, here are a few of (fbama’s lobby­
ing rules. He says it is all right to take money from 
state lobbyists since he doesn't h.ive influence on the 
state level. Obama h.is even t.iken $15 million from 
law firms that empk>y lobbyists. (Mc(iain has tak­
en $4.2 million.) And to ■Obama, if they're former 
lobbyists, it’s all good: Steve Hildebrand who was a 
deput\' campaign man.iger.Te.il Baker and Fmmett 
Beliveau.To me, i>nce a lobbvist, alw.ivs a lobbvist.
And now 1 wonder: what has the Big O promised 
the lobbyists they employ?
McC.ain h.is compromised. The environment, 
('..imp.iign finance reform. Immigration. .And al­
though all those things might be somewhat un­
fortunate to conservatives, it s.iys a lot unire about 
Mc(Lull’s diameter than Obama's, w ho is the most 
liberal senator in the Senate. I'm sorrs; but your and 
others’arguments about Mc(Lun being a third-term 
Bush is so misguided and. frankly, rubbish. He truly 
is the only candicLite we can count on to put parti­
sanship behind him for the gtxxl of our country.
And tell me, w'hy aa- you suggesting that Ms. 
I feMarchi RFAI ) a transcript of a speech to HEAR 
w hat a ga*at speaker he is? 1 )id you mean she should 
LISTEN to one of his speeches? Because, you know, 
eyes are for seeing and ears are for hearing. And 
what’s waiiig with saying Mc('ain is a good speaker 
anyway? She never s.iid Obama lacks oral skills or 
that he can’t give a good speech. But 1 like that a 
lot of people use his speeches as a reason to vote for 
him. And let me use your tw isted logic used to ar­
gue against Ms. I leMarchi: if we should elect a great 
spe.iker .is president, we should h.ive elected I litler 
b.ick in the ’4(K. Yeah, your Kigic doesn’t work too 
well, does it?
So tell me what we h.ive to look fonv.ird to with 
' ('Ibania. (Opposition to seasoned military leaders 
who are trying to ensure success in Iraq? Umsill- 
ingness to compromise? Hypocrisy with regañís to 
lobbyists? A good speech or two? You have me the 
least bit convinced.
“We re Americans, and we will never surrender. 
They WILL."— John Mc(aiin
MiUtlieii’ Perolio is o political science Iresliinaii, trea­
surer of the Cal Poly Colhye Kepuhlicans and a {^ nest 
coinninist for the Mnstam; Daily.
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Across
I What a gal has 
that a gent 
doesn't?
6 Elephant ot 
children's 
literature
I I  Church perch
14 Correspondence 
sans stamp
15 Muscat resident
16 Mystifying Mr. 
Geller
17 Fishing trawler s 
haul?
19 Opposite of max
20 Board of 
directors hiree
2 1  _______ Plaines, III.
22 Needed fixing, 
as a faucet
24 Suffix with east 
or west
25 Lukas of 
“Witness-
27 QB boo-boos; 
Abbr
28 Seat ot 
government's 
acquisitions?
32 Family cars
35 Whichever
36 1910s-'20s car 
inits
37 Upturned, as a 
crate
38 Gallery display
39 Parade entry
41 Yeoman s 
agreement
42 Caesar of 
comedy
43 Big Easy team
44 Publisher s 
windfall?
48 Terra firma
49 Money maker
50 Celestial altar
53 Getting slick
during winter
56 Funny Charlotte
57 Business 
owner's dreaded 
ink color
58 Jazz instrument
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59 Salary tor selling 
insects as food?
62 Big galoot
63 "Snowy" bird
64 Ryder rival
65 “That s a go-
66 Fakes out with 
fancy footwork
67 By Itself
Down
1 Therefore
2 Mideast pooh- 
bah
3 Betray, in a way
4 Gambler's cube
5 Campaigner's 
greeting
6 Dwarf tree
7 Parisian pal
8 Wedding 
reception staple
9 How curses are 
exchanged
10 On the upswing
11 Works out with 
weights
12 Lake next to 
Avon Lake
13 Kiting necessity
18 Harvests
23 Sch. monitor
26 “American Idol" 
quest
28 Pink-slip
29 Industrious 
insect
30 Spiffy
31 Elbow-benders
32 “General 
Hospital," for 
one
33 New Age 
superstar
34 Throws in the 
trash
u
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Puzzi* by Nancy Sahxnon
38 Run on TV
39 Add some meat 
to the bones
40 Fleur-de-___
42 Go off a diet big- 
time
43 Mount of the Ten 
Commandments
45 Forever and a 
day
46 Manipulated, as 53 “Look here, old
an election chap!"
47 Many Guinness 54 Part of Batman's
listings ensemble
50 Loud, as a 55 “The other white
crowd m eaf
51 Twin of Romulus 60 ‘Didn't 1 tell
52 Fred’s dancing
you?"
sister 6 1 ___Guevara
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000  
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year). 
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers; nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
have something to say?
Il e t  u . i t .
m u s t a n g d a i 1 y o p i n 1 o n s @ g m a i l . c o m
by kelly ferguson
CAREFUL, PAL, WET FLOORS 
CAM 5E REALLY SLIPPERY.'
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Pop Culture Shock Therapy by Doug Bratton
\^’^ \w.popcul(urvcomic4.cüm ©  Doug Bratton 2005
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bound, backhdd-tcrrorizmg trio.
Nor can any claim returning 
10 starters from an offense that ,iv- 
eraged 487.1 yards per game last 
season. (Three-time defending 
national champion Appalachian 
State, the only team with a more 
high-octane output, returns five.)
“We have an offense that’s dif­
ficult to prepare for and a defense 
that’s ditficult to prepare for,’’ 
Ellerson says. “ If you’re a coach 
and you have the option of play­
ing us or not playing us, generally 
you’ll choose not to pLty us.’’
What’s resulted is a schedule 
Ellerson acimits “doesn’t make a lot 
of sense if you have a map,” exem­
plified by staying in Louisiana for 
back-to-back weeks in September.
It’s also led to a murderers’-row 
slate out of the gate, opening Aug. 
30 at Football Bowl Subdivision 
(formerly Division 1-A) foe San 
Diego State — which, as Ellerson 
says, “hates (the Mustangs’) guts” 
after being shown up within Qual­
comm Stadium in 200b — before 
Sept, b and Sept. 13 dates hosting 
Montana and at McNeese State, 
both 11-1 and conference cham­
pions in 2007.
“Nobody wants to go play Mc­
Neese State or Montana because 
those guys are really good,” Eller­
son says.“But they’ll play us, so we 
all kind of seek each other out.”
rhe daunting first few weeks 
could jeopardize the postseason 
chances of the Mustangs, who 
can’t earn an automatic bid to the 
playoffs due to playing in the five-
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deep Cireat West Football C'onter- 
ence.
If they stumble to an 0-3 start, 
they could sustain only one more 
loss to earn at-large consideration 
— no easy task, with an t^ct. 18 
stop at South
Dakota State. g g O Q  A Q O
which beat
th e m  4S-.es The p a ym e n t o l
, . W isco n s in  to  Ca!
' ' ' i  p«'y Nov.is slotted 18th 22 foo tba ll gam e;
in the A(iS arrangem ent 
rankings. g $750.000
Odds of buyout clause
adding a cov­
eted 12th out- 2
mg to increase
the likelihood C aliforn ia team s
of a necessary Qal Poly w ill face
s e V e n - w 1 n jn 2008 through
campaign ap- an 11-game
pear negli- schedule —  five
gible. fewer than in 1994
“ ( O t h e r )  
people that
aren’t playing 12 games right now 
don’t want to play 12 games,” 
Ellerson says.
Even if the program finds itself 
having bitten off more than it can 
chew, however, it will have more 
lunch money in the future.
Though Cione says Cial Poly is 
paying Idaho State a “little bit” 
for its Nov. 1 drop-in to Alex Cí. 
Spanos Stadium, and North ('aro- 
lina CTmtral more than $100,000 
for its Nov. 8 look-m, those ex­
penditures figure to be offset by 
the check written by San Diego 
State that C'one placed at about 
$180,000.
While Ckil Poly will receive 
payments following the season, 
when they’ll be used to upgrade 
facilities. Cone says, the football 
program has already accounted ftir 
technical improvements, such as 
financing the added travel, replac­
ing helmets, shoulder pads, cleats 
and gloves, and implementing an 
advanced sideline communication 
system.
“It’s great for us as players,” says 
Mustangs senior-to-be running 
back Ryan Mole. “We’ll have bet­
ter equipment and accessories — 1 
think it’s a great investment.”
The Wisconsin venture is 
slightly less hefty than others re­
cently involving the Big Ten Cion- 
ference, from which Iowa report­
edly paid Montana $b50,()()() for a 
2()0b trip.
Even that exchange pales in 
comparison to the $900,()()() Wyo­
ming announced it will be anted 
by Texas for a 2012 excursion.
O f course, as Michigan — and 
most of the FBS, it would stand to 
reason — learned last season after 
wiring Appalachian State $400,000 
only to implode in disastrous. 
Sports Illustrated-cover fashion, 
the money is only for showing up, 
not what follows.
“When you can beat a team 
like that, you feel like you can 
compete with them in all sports, 
and you carry the effects of it for 
a long time,” says Mike Robles, an 
assistant athletics director at UC 
1 )avis.
He would know. Robles, a 1988 
C'al Poly graduate, was with the
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Aggies 111 20(1.3 when the\ pock­
eted $200,000 to head to Stanford, 
which lost for the first time ever to 
a non-Division 1-A squad, 20-17.
Naturally, the success story made 
would-be suitors more ants\ about 
future partnerships.
“ It’s a challenge,” Robles says.
"It helped
put US on the
in,ip nation-
ally,” Rob-
les says. “The
Monday after.
when I came
into niy office.
it was crazy.
There were
camera crews
showing up on
campus and 1
If you’re a coach and you 
have the option o f playing us 
or not playing us, generally 
you’ll choose not to play us.
— Rich Ellerson
('.il I\)ly footb.ill hc‘.ul coach
was getting phone calls from all 
over the country. Jim Rome was 
talking about it. It’s something this 
campus has latched on to as a ma­
jor source of pride.”
Then again, the spectacle may 
not have been without a cost.
“ It’s just hard to find teams who 
want to give you a game when 
you’re pretty good, like Cal Poly
IS.
Donovan Aird is a Journalistn se­
nior and a Mustang Daily sports edi­
tor and columnist.
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■»►Tike a br»r with Buffilil
Hungry for real food?
Come to Gus's for a quick, healthy bite to eat.
Award
Winning
Sandwiches
Delivery
Mon-Fri
11-2
Salad Bar
6 Beers 
on Tap
Want it right now? Call ahead!
phone: 543.8684 1638 Osos Street San Luis Obispo
CLASSIFIEDS Mustang Daily Classifieds Online and in print! UHw.niustangdaily.nety classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Unliniiled yoga classes for 
90,days. Smiling Doe Youa 
546-91(K). 1227 Archer SY 
w w w.smilingclogyogaSI X).ct)in
To whomever took the 
banana tree plant outside of 
555 Westmont.
Please return it.
\js it  mustangdaily.net/elassi- 
lieds to see photos, links, and 
tiiore information!
'5 lu d iIC
^  W a x i n g  % |M * e ia T r \
\j0'ib off fo- first-time clientsß  
rull to mitkr an apfKiintiiM'nt vith Rokin
541-1100 or 4S«»-5505 (crll>
Bmad \t (Marluold
. sludiofitnessfo' /^omvn. com
FOR SALE
Kia Rio Cineo for sale!
Cute. sporty ear for sale b\ 
Ca! Poly professor. Great 
condition. 48.(M)0 mis. 
See link for info / photos: 
http:// slo.eraigslist.orii/ 
car/6798()6048.html $7()()()/ 
best offer
HELP WANTED
.ATTfvNTION PHYSICS 
MAJORS ,Am in need of 
ph\ sies article reviewers. Pa\ 
rate is S 2().(K) (xm‘ hour, most 
work takes minimum of live 
hours, email tiareiabiasC« att.net
I’ART-TIIVIH CAMPUS 
PROMOTHR Urgent. $9/ hr 
handing out flyers. 
innovativewebeonceptsC« 
yahoo.com
HELP WANTED
Summer Work GET F:X- 
PERIENCH NOT COFFEE 
THIS SUMMER!!! $16.00 
base-appt. Part and full 
time work in customer sales 
and service. No experience 
needed training prov ided. All 
majors should apply. Schol­
arships and internships based 
on performance. Conditions 
Apply. Interview ing Now 
and start after finals. For lo­
cal interview 805-547-1799  
,Appl> online or for other 
locations w vvw. 
workforstudents.com n
Palm Theatre is Hiring!
8 17 l*alm Street.
* Apply in Person*
HELP WANTED
HOUSECLEANER 
NEEDEI3 Housecleaner 
needed for professional 
couple. $15.00 per hour. 6 
hours per week, more pos­
sible. All supplies prt)\ided. 
Ow n transportation needed 
or SIX) Transit Bus 3 to Tank 
harm Road and Brookpine 
Drive. Call Chervl 439-0255
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos For Sale in SIX). 
Call Nelson Real Estate 
34b-1990 OR email 
stevefrf slohomes.com
5 Bedroom Home for sale 
askine $668K 
Call 80.<-44l-6908
TRAVEL
GRADUATION WEEK 
Avila Beach 5 Star Resort 
sleeps 4. $ 1 2 0 0 /wk. 805- 
528-1155. sanluisbayinn.eom 
bsaiCacharter.net
LOST AND FOUND
Lost anything.’ Please 
contact Cal Poly I.ost and 
Found in buildine 70 or at 
805-756-7469.
LOST USB! Its a white. 4 
eie. USB. Reward if found' 
= ) Contact Ahby at 
626-715-41 10
I.ost IpodToueh! I lost mv 
I pod touch last w eek hy the 
Calpoly track. Reward!!! 
Email: agorettiCa ealpoK.edu 
or 805-345-0985 '
m ustangdaily.net
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This is the first o f it three-part series about Cal Polyps 2 0 0 8  football 
schedule, the school’s on-hiatus rivalry with Sacramento State and the 
increasut^ly dwindling landscape o f colU\c>e football within California.
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Wisconsin running | 
back P.J. Hill
WISCONSIN ATHLETIC 
lUNlCATIONS
Mustangs too good for own good?
Donovan Aird
ON CAL p o l y 's 2008 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
“It’s not that C’al Poly is bad,” Mike Huguenin opened with. He wouldn’t stay so kind, however.
V “The timing of this one is weak,” continued the college sports editor for Rivals.com who on April 15 ranked the
Cal Poly football team’s Nov. 22 visit to Wisconsin the lOth-most embarrassing game in the entire 
country this upcoming season.
“This will be the final game of the regular season for Wisconsin,” he went on. “Yeah, a I-AA 
I game on the last big weekend of the season will fire up the fans.The fine establishments
on State Street will be filled by the middle of the third quarter by fans who have 
left Camp Randall Stadium.”
But “embarrassing” may not be the most fitting adjective, 
i L That — according to the teams’ rosters the week of the Feb. 22 an­
nouncement of the game — Wisconsin’s offensive linemen out­
weighed Cal Poly’s defensive linemen by an average of 60 pounds 
each? Disconcerting, perhaps.
That Wisconsin, a three-time Rose Bowl champion drew 
81,746 fans per game last season, compared to Cal Poly’s 9,644?
Alarming, maybe.
 ^ That the arrangement entails a $500,000 payout to Cal Poly,
-A. including a $750,000 buyout clause? Alluring, from a certain 
viewpoint.
All of it making hardly any sense, yet at the same time rep­
resenting the craziness of finding dance partners that college 
football scheduling has become? Absolutely.
Nine of the Mustangs’ 10 other opponents are from their 
own Football Championship Subdivision (formerly Division 
I-AA).
And apparently, of the 115 remaining FC'S members, no 
one else wanted to dance.
“(The Badgers) were willing to play us and I-AA teams 
A weren’t,” explains C'al Poly athletics director Alison Cone, 
who says she reached out to every FCS team, sometimes 
more than once. “ I tried. It should be so easy, but it’s not.”
I.ack of feasible, convenient travel to and from San Luis Obispo is often 
cited as precluding most teams from taking a chance on Cal Poly, but the 
j  ' deciding factor may be more simple.
/  “We’re pretty good,” Mustangs head coach Rich Ellerson points out.
# After all, the Mustangs were voted as the nation’s “team most on the rise” in the Any CJiven Saturd.iy 
preseason poll released May 26.
Not another team in the FC'S has produced three Buck Buchanan Award winners, much less three in a row, as 
Cal Poly did from 2()04-06 — a recent-enough string to scare away would-be challengers remembering the NFL-
Cal Poly running 
back Jame.s Noble
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Sharapova upset by Safina in Paris; Ginepri, Bryans lose
Howard Fendrich
AVS<K:iATt:D PRFSN
PARIS — Maria Sharapova did not gi> qui­
etly.
No, her departure from the French Open was 
tilled with sound and fury; her stroke-accompa­
nying shrieks, her self-loathing shouts between 
points and the spectators’ hearty boos and high- 
pitched whistles that ushered the No. 1-seeded 
woman to the exit.
One point from reaching the quarterfinals 
at the only Grand Slam tournament she’s never 
won, Sharapova allowed every bit of a signifi­
cant lead slip away Monday and collapsed to a 
6-7 (6), 7-6 (5), 6-2 defeat against No. 13 Dinara 
Safina.
“C'ih, I was angry,” Sharapova said. “I was an­
gry for making unforced errors, for not taking 
some of those balls and just ripping them.”
Her fourth-round departure was the most 
stirtling development on a day that included this 
footnote: The last U.S. man or woman playing 
singles at Roland Ciarros, 88th-ranked Robby 
Chnepri, was eliminated 7-6 (4), 6-3,6-1 by No.
24 Fernando Cionzalez of Chile.
“A five-hour ‘grindfest’ would have favored 
me a little bit more,” said C'linepri, 0-5 at the 
French C'ipen before this year.“I tried to end the 
ptrints tex) quickly.”
Cionzalez now faces No. 1 Roger Federer in 
the quarterfinals in a rematch of the 2(K)7 Aus­
tralian Open final that Federer won for one of 
his 12 Cirand Slam titles. No. 5 1 )avid Ferrer will 
meet Gael Monfils in another quarterfinal.
Rounding out the ixYugh showing for Ameri­
cans in Paris, the top-seeded men’s doubles team 
of twins Bob and Mike Bryan was upset by Pab­
lo C'luev’as of Uruguay and Luis Horna of Peru 
6-3,5-7,7-6 (1) in a quarterfinal that ended in a 
downpour — and with a bit of rancor.
When the teams switched sides during the 
third-set tiebreaker, Cuevas celebrated his duo’s 
5-1 lead by leaping over the net. So the Bryans 
didn’t shake his hand when the match finished.
The U.S. Davis Cyp doubles pair was more 
disturbed by the country’s overall showing on 
clay.
“I guc*ss we were holding the flag there at 
the end,” Mike Bryan said. “We’ll suit it up at
Wimbledon and see how it goes.”
• Sharapova figured it wouldn’t take long to 
get wer Monday’s setback and start focusing 
on the All England Cdub, where she won her 
first Grand Slam title in 2(K>4 at age 17.
With last month’s retirement of top-ranked 
Justine Henin, and last week’s losses by Venus 
and Serena Williams, Sharapova appeared to 
have a clearer-than-usual path to success at 
the clay-court major. She was one of only two 
women with a Slam title to her credit among 
the final 16 players, but will have to wait for 
another year in Paris.
“I came very close,” Sharapova said.
She led 5-2 in the second set, and went 
up 40-30 while serving for the match at 5-3. 
But Safina erased that chance with a backhand 
winner, and eventually bmke when Sharapova 
missed a forehand. In the ensuing tiebreaker, 
Sharapova took a 5-2 lead, but Safina claimed 
five straight points.
“It can go in the wrong direction really fast,” 
Sharapova said. “It just started going that way.”
Until now, Safina was bc*st known for being 
the kid sister of Marat Safin, who won the 2(XK)
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Maria Sharapova serves the ball to Dinara 
Safina during their fourth-round match at 
the French Open in Paris on Monday.
U.S. Open and 2(K)5 Australian ("ipen. She shares 
his broad shoulders and short temper, but thus 
far had not displayed quite as much talent or 
taste for the big stage, never advancing beyond 
the quarterfinals at a major.
